Notice for Onagawa Nuclear Power Plant visiting tour

After the Great East Japan Earthquake at 11th March 2011, the impression on nuclear energy had changed substantially. However, we should not forget the procedure of the accident, and achievement from overcoming the great disaster. On purpose to spread the precise scientific knowledge and improvement of enhanced safety about nuclear energy and radiological countermeasure, we contrive a visiting tour for Onagawa Nuclear Power Plant (NPP). Even the Onagawa NPP is the closest NPP to the seismic center of the earthquake, it shut down safely after the earthquake and become a shelter for the local victim. We are grateful to take you to visit the site and experience the true story about the Onagawa NPP.

- **Date** 15th March 2019 (Friday)
- **Destination** Tohoku Electric Co., Inc. Onagawa Nuclear Power Plant
- **Eligibility** Student and staff of Tohoku university
- **Capacity** 25 person
- **Cost** 2000 Yen (1000 Yen without lunch)
- **Essential** Resident card or Passport
- **Deadline** 15th February 2019 (First come, first served)

<Schedule>

7:30  **Assemble at Sendai Station East Gate bus terminal (Strict on time)**

- Transfer by charter bus

10:00～11:00  ◆ Onagawa nuclear PR center
  - Briefing and personal identification

11:10～12:40  ◆ Onagawa NPP
  - Look around NPP site
  - Visiting nuclear reactor building of Unit 3 (Observe turbine and reactor)
  - We will copy your identification document for security reason

12:50～13:50  ◆ Lunch, question and answer
  - Transfer by charter bus

14:20～14:50  ◆ Onagawa down (※ This might be cancel depend on the visiting time of NPP)
  - Shopping at Seapal-pier Onagawa

15:20～16:10  ◆ Ishinomaki fisheries cooperative association at Ishimonaki city
  - Visiting radiation examination facility for fishery product

17:30  **Dismiss at Sendai station**

- **Registration**

Send your information of **Name, Address, Date of birth, Copy of identification document** to the e-mail address below

Weixi Chen : wchen@karma.qse.tohoku.ac.jp
Tel : 022-795-7906

※ Make sure you bring the identification document you submitted to the tour. Otherwise you cannot enter the Onagawa NPP but stay in the bus.